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Abstract 
 
 
This study explain of inheritance mechanism practices in muslim majority in 

indigenous peoples communities such as Batu Songgan, Riau Province using 

matrilineal kinship and Cirompang, West Java Province using patrilineal kinship 

system. At one social space (Batu Songgan and Cirompang) are customary law, 

Islamic law and state law that mutually affect inheritance mechanism practiced. 

Studies undertaken has listed crucial things in inheritance process, namely: (a) 

material: in the form of inheritor and wealth, (b) authority: including inheritance 

power relations (Heirs), and (c) property: concept of belonging in two 

communities. Comparative study conducted in two communities indicate 

preferences of indigenous community inheritance practices using cultural rather 

than using Islamic law or state law. Rights on family wealth in form of land, houses 

and other assets are fully daughters authorized (inheritor) in matrilineal culture in 

Batu Songgan. Decision-making mechanism of inheritance (Heirs) centrally 

carried out by women/mothers in accordance of culture rules. In contrast with 

patriarchy in Cirompang, wealth is divided equally between men and women but 

decision making mechanism regarding family wealth inheritance culture are not 

set clearly. 

 

Inheritance practices in both communities showed differences understanding of 

belonging concept. Differentiation of collective wealth and family wealth in Batu 

Songgan has divided space authority provide 'certainty belong' on wealth has 

become an internal agreement or customary law in indigenous territory. Further 

understanding of ownership and aut and should be run by women and men, 

traditional institutions and other groups in community. 

 

Methodology 

 

This study is an initial step to document how is Islamic inheritance system work in 

indigenous communities which have a complexity of tenure problems. How 

Islamic law influencing, adopted or competing in Batu Songgan, Riau and 

Cirompang, West Java. How is concept/customary tenure system in the two 

communities have complexity tenure issues contributed to Islamic inheritance. In 

fact, overall research will be on Muslim practices regarding inheritance women's 

rights on land and related resources, the study will also incorporate selected laws 

and practices on land inheritance applicable to women from other religions and 

indigenous communities. This comparison will be done to identify  what elements 

of Islam remain influential until today and what elements have been transformed 

over time and are now more ‘cultural’  than ‘religious'. 

 

Qualitative methods are used to digging field data. Depth interviews with various 

resource persons both traditional leaders, religious leaders, village governance 

especially women in families who have experience of inheritance. Oral herstory 

used specifically to explore women's experiences and understand inheritance 

from women perspective on lived space is the source of inheritance . 

 

 

Keywords:  inheritance, indigenous women, collective rights 
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I.  

Section 1: Introduction  

 

 

1. Context 

 

Causal studies between secure women land rights and 

development outcomes find positive correlations between women 

with strong property and inheritance rights and outcomes such as 

income growth, access to capital, education, and food security 
1amongst others2.  However, in Indonesia women continue to be 

structurally and systematically marginalized socially from access 

and control over land and other natural resources.  This occurs 

despite the fact that the Government of Indonesia provides legal 

protection mechanisms for women's access to land and other 

natural resources by means of regulations and other special 

policies. For example, the Basic Agrarian Law 1960 guarantees 

equitable access to land for women and men, and Indonesia Law 

No. 1/1974 on Marriage is gender neutral. The Government has also 

ratified and adopted CEDAW into Regulation No. 7 1984 on 

Elimination of All Forms of Discriminations against Women. Article 14 

on rural women, paragraph (g) specifically states that it guarantees 

equality in terms of land reform and agrarian reform. The Indonesian 

Government also supports the UN Declaration on Indigenous 

People's Rights which specifically has an article 22 on protection of 

women rights.  Accordingly, to explain the gap between policy and 

practice, this study was begun as an attempt to enhance 

understanding on the degree to which customary laws and norms 

influence the application (or non-application) of inheritance rights 

in Indonesia in practice.  

 

                                            
1 Indigenous movement in Indonesia are positioned to use food sovereignty which 

indicates indigenous peoples  right to determine the type and seed crops are grown and 
consumed, the right to use their knowledge and rights to conduct control over utilization. 
Food security in Indonesia is understood that guarantee availability  and secureing  food 
stock is done by private sector.  

 
2 http://www.landesa.org/wp-contetnt/uploads/infographic -women-land-rights-jpg 
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Indonesia is inhabited by 237,641,326 people. Land and other 

natural resources have been managed by different groups in the 

society, though most of the society's territory have been converted 

into different concessions for extractive industries – a practice which 

has been encouraged by the Indonesian Government through 

different policies and development programs.  

 

Against this background, it must be noted the majority of 

Indonesian population (87.2%  or 207,2 million) people are Muslim. 

Islamic teachings still prevail in different social relations. However, 

current research on women's inheritance rights in indigenous 

community have not looked at influence of Islamic law on 

inheritance practices in Indonesia. Paper/documents on women 

inheritance rights in Islam more highlights on amount of wealth 

inheritance division obtained by women and never specifically 

examine about land. An additional factor to consider is influencing 

local practices particular to different localities in various islands of 

Indonesia. In this regard, Indonesia has approximately more than 

1,000 indigenous groups. They live in certain areas with unique 

political and customary governance systems covering many 

aspects of their livelihood, including ascribing to traditional 

knowledge in natural resources management. The indigenous 

peoples face various challenges in terms of non-recognition3 of their 

practices by the existing legal framework. An added complexity 

layer is state adopts legal pluralism, specifically in inheritance system 

and mechanisms, and has implication in each area, region, and 

even community. Therefore, very local practices inform how 

community practices bequeathing according religious laws 

(Islamic), customary laws and norms (traditionally developed in the 

community over time) and state law (Civil Code), which regulates 

                                            
3 IF OUR COUNTRY NOT RECOGNIZE US , THEN WE DO NOT RECOGNIZING THE 

COUNTRY. This loud statement expressed by the participants of Indigenous People 
Congress, Jakarta in 1999 to sue the state ( Indonesia Government ) which does not 
recognize existence indigenous peoples in Indonesia. This statement became  tag line for 
struggle AMAN encouraging recognition and protection of the rights of indigenous peoples 
by Indonesia Government. AMAN has filed a judicial review of Law No. 41/1999 on 
Forestry to Constitutional Court (MK) through community Kekhalifahan Kuntu, Riau and 
Kasepuhan Cisitu, West Java with a lawsuit article 1,point 6, namely indigenous forest is 
state forest is within society (law) Indigenous. Through decision of  Constitutional Court 
No. 35 / PUU-X / 2012 AMAN lawsuit won by making changes that  customary forest is 
indigenous people's forest is not state forest . The AMAN lawsuit won by making changes 
that customary forest is indigenous people's forest is not state forest. The Court in its 
decision stated: Therefore, putting indigenous forests as part of state forests constitute a 

neglect indigenous people’s rights.” 
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wealth. These three types compete with each other in inheritance 

practice gets used by community, though the state tries to impose 

uniformity by creating new regulations which restrict how and by 

whom a certain area gets managed. This practice usually applied 

to tribal groups undermines social, political, economic and cultural 

systems of indigenous peoples and related inheritance practices4. 

 

This contextual information shows that Indonesia has many different 

cultures, traditions, knowledge, economic systems and institutions 

and these factors influence legal enforcement of women rights to 

land and other natural resources at various levels. In fact, while the 

overall research will be on Muslim practices regarding women's 

rights to inheritance on land and related resources, the study will 

also incorporate selected laws and practices on land- inheritance 

applicable to women from other religions and indigenous 

communities. This comparison will be done to identify  what 

elements of Islam remain influential until today and what elements 

have been transformed over time and are now more ‘cultural’  than 

‘religious'. 

 

In this situation, by looking at two communities selected in 

Indonesia, it will be examined how the three types of laws/norms 

(religious, customary, state) influence application of inheritance 

practices in the community, and why? While generally it can be 

found that to a certain degree Islamic inheritance laws affect 

normative practices and laws actually implemented on land - 

questions still remain on who actually owns the land, if amount of 

land owned through inheritance differs between women and men, 

how are decision-making mechanisms implemented, who was 

involved in the decision-making process, is there difference 

between men and women to get the land which belonged to 

them, and whether there are differences in the mechanisms of how 

inheritance are passed inter-generationally between before and 

after Islam coming to Indonesia. Accordingly, this research aims to 

                                            
4 National Human Rights Commission in implementation National Inquiry on Indigenous 
Peoples Rights on territory in Forest area, found  main cause is non-recognition 
indigenous peoples rights over their traditional territories.  National Inquiry found 
indications human rights violations that occurred wider than economic, social, cultural, 
civil and political as well as specific rights of indigenous peoples contained in the 
UNDRIP's. While Inquiry findings Permitting Forest Concession Ignore Indigenous 
Peoples. In this situation women suffer human rights violations plated. 
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enhance understanding on factors affecting inheritance rights on 

land and their impact on women; and develop specific 

recommendations on how this understanding can be channelled to 

further the inheritance rights of women to land in Indonesia, and 

related development outcomes. 

 

Specifically, this study intends to: 

1. Identify the land tenure structural changes that occurred in 

Kasepuhan, Jawa Barat and Kekhalifahan Kuntu, Riau area 

related to protection and security of women rights to land 

and other natural resources in Muslim society. 

2. Document different kinds of Islamic inheritance laws that are 

manifested in social and cultural context  in Kasepuhan, 

Jawa Barat and Kekhalifahan, Riau. 

 

Both these means are expected to provide description on different 

processes of 'adaptation'/acculturation of Islam by people in both 

areas to show the influence on protection and security of women’s 

access to and control over land and other natural resources. These 

two models are expected to be able to show different aspects of 

cultural, social and religious relations in Indonesia. A related 

objective is to identify what elements of Islam remain influential until 

today and what elements have been transformed over time to 

demonstrate how now some practices may be more ‘cultural’  than 

‘religious’. While the overall focus of the research will be on Muslim 

influenced inheritance practices, the study will also focus on 

selected laws and practices on land- inheritance applicable to 

women from other religions and indigenous communities. 

 

 

2. Methodology 

 

This study is first step to document implementation inheritance 

experiences over land and natural resources for women in family, 

clan, tribe and community. The study was conducted in two 

indigenous communities is Batu Songgan, Riau using matrilineal 

kinship and Cirompang, West Java patriarchy kinship. 
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Digging data using qualitative methods that give women priority 

story become valid data as part of  knowledge for public wider. To 

learn more about Islam influence and state laws in  process of 

inheritance in Batu Songgan, and Cirompang Riau, West Java. 

Required further studies to look at trace period changes to 

inheritance practices in two communities. 

 

Research Structure: 

 Literature Review (Desk Study). This is process to studying, 

review manuscript, Journal, documents related to land and 

natural resource issues in Islam, System and implementation of 

Islamic inheritance laws for women regarding land and 

natural resources in Cirompang, West Java and Batu 

Songgan, Riau.  

 Archieval Research is studying process decision documents 

related women's inheritance practiced in both study sites. 

These document can be form record-keeping in village for 

inheritance implementation or court decision document on 

Islam at district level. Qualitative 

 Indepth Interview with selected resources person ie religious 

leaders, head villages, customary leaders and religious courts 

( Islamic legal scholar , Islamic Court Justice. Stage is carried 

out to obtain data on the qualitative and empirical 

implementation of women's inheritance in the socio-cultural 

system which is used by the people.  

 Oral Her story conducted focused on women experiences for 

deepening information on inheritance practices in their 

communities. How inheritance mechanism is implemented 

and impact for women's rights protection, women experience 

in obtaining inheritance rights over the land.  

 FGD Triangulation is part of the village meeting to verify and 

clarification field data obtained from various source. Consent 

from source person to using  field data and other 

documentation that support the report should be a part of 

discussion.  

 Peer Review a mechanism used by researcher team and 

consultants to conduct a review, provide feedback, input, 
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criticism and input in each stage of the research conducted 

by researchers. Peer review also attending by person who 

had capability can contribute to this research including 

academics and fellow of Sajogyo Institute . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II.  

Section 2: Case Study 

 

1. Kenegerian Batu Songgan 

 

a. Background 

 

The background section of the case shows the complexity of 

considerations that need to be taken into account while 

understanding the factors that can impact women's inheritance 

rights to land and related resources in Indonesia.  

 

Kampar Kiri Hulu is a district in Kampar, Riau Province. Kampar Kiri 

Hulu is considered as one of the poorest districts in the province due 

to the lack of infrastructure development, especially roads. The only 

means of transport outside the community is via motor-boats on the 

Subayang River. This level of isolated and difficult access is due to 

the entire region in this district is recognized as a protected area for 

wildlife by the government. Administratively, Kampar Kiri Hulu region 

is divided into 4 Kekhalifahan5 (caliphates), namely, Kekhalifahan 

Kuntu, Kekhalifahan Ujung Bukit, Kekhalifahan Batu Songgan, and 

Kekhalifahan Ludai. Kekhalifahan Batu Songgan is inhabited by 

people who self-identify themselves as indigenous peoples6. 

                                            
5 Kekhalifahan is indigenous territories strongly influenced by Islam, including naming 

an area of region using term Kekhalifahan. enactment  village administration by 
Indonesia government, Kekhalifahan territory  divided  into several village. But 
indigenous peoples in Kekhalifahan Batu Songgan retain their traditional 
territory/unitary system to organize social and cultural life by customary rules. Each of 
the Caliphate into a federation that has the functions and responsibilities as governance 
accordance with capacity as Kekhalifahan Batu Songgan and beyond. Kekhalifahan Batu 
Songgan can be called ethnicity. 

 
6 In the Act of 1945, the existence of indigenous peoples contained in Article 18B (2) reads 

"The State recognizes and respects units of traditional society with all traditional rights 
still alive and in accordance with development society and principles Republic Indonesia 
regulated by law ". Definition of indigenous peoples that are used in this paper refers to 
definition indigenous peoples are used by AMAN - Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nusantara 
(Alliance of Indigenous People’s of The Archipelago): communities that live by ancestral 
origin that have historically resided in a traditional territory, having sovereignty over their 
land and natural resources, and where local life is governed by customary law and 
traditional institutions that manage community survival . Note: AMAN is the only 
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Kekhalifahan Batu Songgan is divided into 6 villages or 

"Kenegerian"7 is Batu Songgan, Miring, Tanjung Beringin, Gajah 

Bertalut, Aur Kuning and Pangkalan Serai. Indigenous territories 

called kenegerian is unknown on government administration. The 

government are only recognizes kenegerian as a Village/Desa as a 

formal territory administrative although the boundaries of the village 

administration was based on customary land boundaries. Currently, 

each village is headed by a democratically elected as a village 

chief. The village government is in charge of the village 

administration and builds formal relationships with the government 

at various levels. This situation has existed for decades, with the state 

administration supporting indigenous institutions and vice versa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of Settlements Kenegerian Batu Songgan. 

 

                                                                                                                        
independent umbrella organization for indigenous peoples in Indonesia, declared in March 
1999 in Jakarta. Kenegerian Batu Songgan is one of AMAN's community members from 
2244 current members. 

 
7 Kenegerian: a village area which has authority in setting controls, determination 

management natural resources and socio-cultural relations in society. A Kenegerian unit 
is inhabited by tribes, and is labeled a village in administrative government rules. 
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Figure 1 shows potential of natural resources and landuse utilization 

in Batu Songgan tribes. Natural resources is a life source and family 

wealth passed down to the next generation. Dots bright green is 

farmlands distribution, settlements seen as open space an 

elongated, and tip of the right of settlement is only an opening as 

wide as a space needed for a shepherd to impound and farm 

animals such as buffalo or cow. The biggest obstacle faced by the 

community is transport and conveyance. 

 

According to the Department of Population and Civil Registration in 

2012, the population of Kenegerian Batu Songgan consists of 389 

men, 339 women with 153 heads of families. 

 

Table 1. Number of Population by Sex and Village, 2012 

Village Male Female Total 

Aur Kuning 323 330 653 

Tanjung Beringin 332 336 658 

Tanjung Belit 375 337 752 

Gema 556 554 1.110 

Batu Songgan 389 339 788 

Gajah Bertalut 238 229 467 

Pangkalan Serai 302 265 567 

  Total 2.515 2.390 4.995 

 

Table 2.  Number of  Population and Population Density by Villages, 2012 

Village Area (Sq.Km) J  Population Population Density 

Aur Kuning 46.00  663 14 

Tanjung Beringin               39.00  668 17 

Batu Songgan 49.00 778 16 

Tanjung Belit 35.00 752 21 

Gema 28.00  1.110 40 

Gajah Bertalut 36.00  467 13 

Pangkalan Serai              30.00 567 19 
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Natural Resources 

People in Kenegerian Batu Songgan are bound to the land as a 

source of livelihood. The main occupation of people is farming, and 

in this regard, people cultivate fields, manage forest products such 

as resin, honey and fruits, or tap rubber.  

 

Overall, the region of the caliphate is a primary mixed forest, 

containing logs such as meranti and other large, honey trees 

(locally known as sialang tree), along with banana plants and fruit 

trees. However, forest areas in Kenegerian Batu Songgan are not 

specifically referred to as a forest. Everyone can enter this area to 

collect forest products such as honey, banana and other forest 

products. The logs in this region can also be used to build public 

facilities such as mosques, schools, and customs hall, as needed by 

the society in 

Kenegerian Batu 

Songgan. The fields at 

Batu Songgan include 

various types of crops 

commonly planted 

with rice, such as 

mixed vegetables and 

other plants to make 

daily ends meets. 

 

Figure 3 (below) shows 

that each person in 

Batu Songgan can 

have a land area of ± 

9.3 ha (778 inhabitants 

over 7.230,4 Ha) but 

participatory mapping 

shows different data: 

2.126,7 Ha of rubber 

plantations and 

5.103,3 Ha of 

traditional forest 

communities. Based on the participatory mapping data: rubber 

plantation is noted to occupy 2.126,7 Ha and 5.103,3 Ha are still 

untapped traditional forest communities. When comparing with a 

population of  778 inhabitants/person, if this data is used, each Batu 

Figure 2. Rubber Tree. Symbolizes Life in 

 Batu Songgan. (Doc. DA) 
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Songgan resident can be assumed to actually use land area of 2,7 

ha /person. 

 

Wildlife Reserves8 

 In 1986, wildlife reserves 

areas in Bukit Rimbang and 

Bukit Baling (SMBRBB) were 

set up by the Minister of 

Forestry through the Decree 

of the Minister of Forestry No. 

173 / Kpts-II / 1986 on June 6, 

1986 covering an area of 

136,000 hectares located in 

Kampar Regency and 

Regency Inderagiri Hulu 

(now the Regency Kuantan 

Singingi). There was a follow-

up decree of the Governor 

of the Province of Riau No. 

Kpts 149 / V / 1982 dated 

June 12, 1982. The process of 

affirmation and SMBRBB 

determination have not 

been clear for the people of 

Kampar Kiri Hulu. People in 

each Kenegerian do not 

understand and realize that 

SMBRBB protected areas are 

directly adjacent to their 

traditional territories, or in 

fact overlap partially or 

entirely. This issue can 

influence ownership and transfer rights of the people in Kampar Kiri 

Hulu. 

 

                                            
8 Report on Indigenous territory identification in Kampar Watersheed: Acceleration 
Indentification Indigenous Territory based on Participatory Mapping in Watersheed Area. 

Definitions of the indigenous government system 
Khalifah:  the leader of the geopolitical unit 
(caliphate), who has the roles of oversight, 
coordination and decision making for the unit.  but 
has no rights  to interfere in the affairs of Kenegerian 
under direct supervision 
Ninik Mamak: a group of village elders ( leaders) of 
each tribe. Ninik Mamak responds to Khalifah, 
providing advice before the decision-making occurs. 
Ninik Mamak comprises of Hulubalang 
(commanders) and Malin. 
Datuk Godang Kanegeri: a leader for Kenegerian 
region. Serves as the policy holder in Kenegerian. 
Datuk Godang Karantau (Datuk Sinaro):  responsible 
for  waters - such as rivers, springs etc,  and look for 
new settlements in each Kenegerian.  
Malin:  chosen in each tribe because of ability and 
knowledge of religion. Malin can act as caretaker.  
Imam (mosque leader), and Malin can co-exist within 
each tribe but their roles are different. 
Dubalang: said to help launch and run tasks of the 
ninikmamak. Dubalang literally means "swift-footed 
light hand". 
Suluh:  a public persona that is attached to a person 
because of his knowledge, the ability to provide an 
objective consideration, and greatness of soul. Suluh 
in each tribe are considered to be a role model and a 
place to resolve minor domestic issues/ 
Tunganai: have a role in the maintenance of 
ceremonial events that take place in each tribe and 
family such as marriage, savlvation and other. 
Tunganai responsibilities are divided into: 
•  Tungganai Rumah - is responsible for the child's 
nephew  or brother and sister in the family / home. 
• Tunganai Kampung:  responsible for inter-ethnic 
relations. The number of villages in each kehalifahan 
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Figure 3. Map of Indigenous Territory Kenegerian Batu Songgan. 

 

In 1986, wildlife reserves areas in Bukit Rimbang and Bukit Baling 

(SMBRBB) were set up by the Minister of Forestry through the Decree 

of the Minister of Forestry No. 173 / Kpts-II / 1986 on June 6, 1986 

covering an area of 136,000 hectares located in Kampar Regency 

and Regency Inderagiri Hulu (now the Regency of Kuantan 

Singingi). There was a follow-up decree of the Governor of the 

Province of Riau No.Kpts 149 / V / 1982 dated June 12, 1982. The 

process of affirmation and SMBRBB determination have not been 

clear for the people of Kampar Kiri Hulu. People in each Kenegerian 

do not understand and realize that SMBRBB protected areas are 

directly adjacent to their traditional territories, or in fact overlap 

partially or entirely. This issue can influence ownership and transfer 

rights of the people in Kampar Kiri Hulu. 
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Figure 4. Map of Kenegerian Batu Songgan - Forest Area by Function. 

 

Figure 4 shows that forests get allotted as follows: 

 Protected Forest (PF); 

 Permanent production forest (PPF) - that can be exploited by 

means of selective logging or clear-cutting; 

 Limited Production Forest (LPF) forest exploited by means of 

selective logging; 

 Converted Production Forest (CPF) region in the space reserved 

to be used for the development of transmigration, settlement, 

agriculture and plantations; 

 Nature Reserve Area (NRA) function for the conservation, 

protection, conservation, preservation, and wildlife sanctuaries. 

 

Under the designation of forest functions, the public can only utilize 

the yellow area or CPF. In the entire territory, Batu Songgan serves 

as a natural reserve area that cannot be utilized for residential, 

agricultural, or forest functions and has limited CPF. Concern about 

this situation encouraged the community together with Hakiki (a 

local NGO) to undertake participatory mapping of indigenous 

territories in Kenegerian Batu Songgan, Riau in 2006. The mapping 
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process involving various groups in the community so as to 

encourage their active involvement in identifying potential territory. 

Participatory maps produced have been submitted to the 

traditional institutions. The next phase is to undertake participatory 

planning of sustainable management of indigenous territories based 

on traditional wisdom. The participatory community maps used for 

communication with various stakeholders include government 

officials (with respect to their work on indigenous territories). 

 

Governance System 

People in Kampar Kiri live communally and adhere to customary 

rules in their daily lives.  There is a strong Islamic influence in setting 

up the hierarchy and designations of territorial leaders, as majority 

of the people are Muslims. Kekhalifahan within the State 

administration is equivalent to sub-district, and village level 

Kenegerian tribal areas do not have similar counterparts in the 

government version of the territorial arrangement. At the district 

level, local authorities defer to the Kekhalifahan ito set roles and 

functions of traditional institutions, developing policies to guide the 

institutional level customary Kenegerian and general settings for the 

social and cultural life of the community. Kekhalifahan are not 

involved in the regulation and control of the management and 

maintenance of territorial resources, including land related sources 

directly. Only, the maintenance and management of living 

resources fall under the authority of tribes in Kenegerian. 

 

Kekhalifahan in Kampar Kiri are led by khalifah and each sub-area 

of kekhalifahan have also indigenous leaders. Kekhalifahan Batu 

Songgan lead by Datuk Khalifah, who came from Domo clan as a 

frontier clan in their territory. 

 

 

b. Wealth and  Inheritance Rights in Batu Songgan 

 

Forests and land became main supporting community life as 

gatherers and utilizing agricultural land for generations in Batu 

Songgan. Rituals and traditional knowledge in managing forests 

and land have grown in line with Batu Songgan‟s community 
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building their identity. Land and forests be a part of indigenous 

territories has become 'part of self' and determinants of social 

identity are attached to family, clan, tribes and 

Kenegerian/community9 in Kampar Kiri. If family does not have land 

as a marker of origin then family had difficulties being part of the 

clan, tribes and community. Peoples are considered as a family 

who does not have a clear origin. 

 

Based on the use of land, rights to it are divided into the following 

types: 

 Joint Rights / Collective Rights Heritage10  

Tribe land owned collectively in form of a “genggam beruntuk”11 

cannot be distributed among clans. This is customary land “tanah 

ulayat” or wealth high-status “harto pusako tinggi” which covers an 

live space is developed jointly and hereditary as forming tribal 

identity including social norm and customary law. Collective wealth 

consists of : 

 

HUTAN SOKO12, derived from forests and customary land has 

become an inheritance of tribal land. This land is fairly available 

amongst family, other smaller clan or clan settlers and is distributed 

by Ninik Mamak based on tribes. Datuk Pucuk Negeri/Suku 

(traditional leaders) assign hutan soko land to mother/women and 

nieces/nephews13 in tribe to be used as housing, fields, farmland 

and more. Hutan soko can be managed by local leader “Datuk 

Pucuk Negeri” but can also be maintained by nephews to maintain 

                                            
9 Batu Songgan genealogical hierarchy following family as the smallest social unit, family 

group called the clan, a group of clan-called tribal/Kenegerian.  

 
10 Collective Right Herittage is collective ownership assets (including land) to build up 
identity, values and tribal history. This heritage is usually owned by tribe or clan (clan 

and others depending on each region). The authority to decide on utilization and 
management of collective asset held by traditional institutions in community. Genggam 
beruntuk the local term for common property that is a property that can be accessed by 
families or tribes but cannot be proprietary. 

 
11 Genggam beruntuk the local term for common property that is a property that can be 
accessed by families or tribes but cannot be proprietary. 

 
12 “Hutan Soko” is the term for access to local forest area, which is used to describe 

inheritance or legacy handed down in the form of forest. 

 
13 Nieces/nephew should be from mother sides. 
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their tribes pride and dignity. Hutan soko management can also be 

granted for purposing education, social community, interests for 

community, mosque, health centers, markets and other customs 

halls for 'harta tinggi’ (high heritage)'14. 

 

HUTAN LARANGAN (closed, taboo forest), are lands which are 

demarcated by the tribe based on primary forest hydrological 

functions, for the protection of flora and fauna of the forest villages, 

and should not be contested by anyone. 

 

HUTAN PECADANGAN (forest reserves), are within the scope of use 

of natural resources of the forest. Following, Ninik Mamak 

deliberations that include elements of traditional, religious 

considerations, some parts of these resources can be gradually 

used by the tribe. 

 

 Private Collective15 Land and related rights and property t can 

be dominated by a perut16 of family and tribe, while other clan 

cannot master 'wealth'. This wealth can belong to families in the 

tribe. These property rights included are: 

a. Harta pencarian is the wealth obtained by the couple 

during marriage in forms of cattle, jewelry and farmlands. 

b. Gifts from parents to their children and niecess and nephews 

from mother side. 

c. The wealth obtained by men or women before marriage  

d. Harta tempatan is the wealth owned by a clan that is being 

borrowed by a family. 

 

 

                                            
14 High heritage is collective inheritance cannot be divided to belong to an individual or 

family. This heritage is usually owned by tribe or clan (clan and others depending on each 
region/Kenegerian). 

 
15 Private Collective is collective wealth owned by family which utilization and authority 

held by the heirs (of women) in family. 

 
16 Perut is the nomenclature given to the determination of a tribal lineage. In matrilineal 
lineage society, it is determined by the mother's blood or 'poruik' in the local language. 
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Formerly Batu Songgan community consist of Domo and Petopang 

as a frontier in their territory. To establish Batu Songgan as 

Kenegerian/tribe, they should invite two clans originating from 

others territory. Batu Songgan community decided to invite Pilliang 

and Chaniago clan to be part of clan at Kenegerian Batu Songgan. 

Obviously, as for entrants Piliang and Chaniago clan not own clan 

wealth in Batu Songgan tribes. Gaps property ownership is decided 

by the entire clan to eliminate clan wealth. Collective owned 

wealth is within authority of tribal Batu Songgan only. 

 

Figure 5. Women in Batu Songgan were Working for Support 

 Their Family Life’s. (Doc. DA) 
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Inheritance system for 

such kind of rights is 

determined by kinship 

system as followed. 

Batu Songgan 

community embraces 

matrilineal kinship. This 

matrilineal inheritance 

is supported by 

elements that are part 

of a system or sub-

system of matrilineal 

kinship, namely: 

marriage, relationships 

between mamak and 

nephew, and agrarian 

society. Arrangements 

of inheritance by 

offspring are derived 

from the mother. 

Women have a 

central position as 

lineage liaison and 

Mother has a major 

role in the family under the guidance of Mamak. 

 

In matrilineal family, husband does not have a strong role in a 

household. Mamak‟s (brother-lak of the mother / wife) role is more 

prominent. Ma-mak or tunganai (as called in Batu Songgan) has a 

major role to take care of and maintain sister's children. As a 

husband obtains a role by marriage, they are denoted as immi-

grants, and are expected to be giver of seed for female family / 

wife. Men can only obtain right to use or care of and culti-vate land 

or wealth. 

 

Thus, in Batu Songgan inheritance in this society has passed down 

through maternal lineage and this has closed all together possibility 

inheritance through father's offspring, either downwards or upwards. 

Families who do not have a daughter is seen as a family that 

cannot pass on the lineage and this family comes to be known as 

"family vanished".  

Figure 6. Women’s Trade Activity by Boat.  

(Doc. DA) 
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But Kekhalifahan level, a slightly different narrative is mentioned 

regarding inheritance rights in Kenegerian Batu Songgan. Land 

(property) is inherited from father to daughter, but subsequent 

inheritance property was bequeathed to daughter of nephew. This 

is especially done for pusako rondah /private collective rights. 

Pusako rondah wealths are household wealths of gold, silver, and 

other kitchen appliances are considered valuable.  

 

An interview with Datuk Khalifah Kuntu further outlines inheritance 

using customary law and practices. Inheritance for pusako rondah 

wealth can be traded with the following requirements: 

1. Mayit Tak Bekopan 'Not using the Shroud' is an expression for 

situation where is one family members who has experienced 

severe pain requires paying a huge cost irrevocably in which 

case, wealth can be sold. This fee can be used for medical 

expenses up to cost burial.  

2. Women without pair or  local term 'rando tak belaki' cannot 

be interpreted to mean only widows. In this sense, 'rando' are 

either widows or women who have never been married but 

has lived outside from their families and communities due to 

issues such as infidelity, which embarrassed family. Inheritance 

for 'rando' women can be given as dowry to male‟s family 

who is willing to marry 'rando' women. The process 

communication with male‟s family is conducted by Mamak or 

tunganai rumah.  

3. 'Rumah Godang Ketirisan' is a woman's parents' house. If the 

family does not maintain the estate, it may be sold for the 

cost of repair / renovation.  

4. Heritage or inheritance harassments or disputes with others - 

for court fees and matters relating to wealth, it can be sold to 

resolve issue. 

 

Pusako tinggi or inheritance can no longer be recognized in 

many instances, especially regarding the guarantee of 

customary land ownership e.g. paddyfields that has been 

passed down for hundreds years can no longer be divided. In 

such cases, it usually becomes tribal/clan property and cannot 

be traded. Customary law forbids selling high inheritance. 

Collective wealth can be used or processed by tribes, clans or 
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families using ninik mamak approval. If  communal land has a 

very spacious house, it can be managed by other parties from 

outside tribes/clan following deliberations. This action will 

validate customary entitlements. Cooperation with external 

parties is not justified regarding transfer ownership rights over 

communal land, when only rights to use or land-use were given 

only. 

 

Customary law also agrees high wealths can be donated given 

following conditions: 

1. Hibah17 Loleh is made in a family does not have inheritor 

(nieces/nephew). Usually a man will marry a woman from 

outside  village to get daughter. The daughter subsequently is 

promoted to be inheritor in clan/tribes meeting, where a 

ceremony is made for slaughtering/cutting buffalo. In 

ceremony, entire wealth can be accepted by a daughter 

who has become niecess/nephew such a inheritor. Traditional 

ceremony gains recognition from community, who serves as a 

witness hibah loleh have been given and wealth bequeathed 

to nieces/nephew as a inheritor.  

2. Hibah Pampeh, is a right given to mamak/tunganai rumah, 

for childcare expenses. If a nieces/nephew is in poor 

condition, and requires immediate living expenses such as 

sending children to school then mamak/tunganai rumah from 

richer homes help the nieces of nephew by giving loans in the 

form of money or gold. Wealth delivery part to 

nieces/nephew is called 'pledge'. The wealth will be refunded 

if loan has been repaid by nieces/nephew. 

3. Hibah Bokeh, is a right given to nephew with poor children. 

Tungganai rumah will call cousin to donate wealth to his 

daughters. The wealth cannot be sold by daughter as a 

inheritor. If daughter(s) dies, then property should not be 

passed on to nieces/nephew or son. Wealth loan must be 

returned cousin as a previous recipients of inheritance.  

 

 

                                            
17 Grant. 
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c. Analysis on the degree to which religion influences legal rights 

and customary practices in Batu Songgan 

 

From description above, it is noted is a discrepancy between 

customary practices of 'grants' and grant as defined in Islamic law 

and state law. Grants in such cases are translated as entirely final 

bequests in Islamic law and state law, and can lead to many 

disputes in court if those understandings are used to translate 

process inheritance in community. 

 

To illustrate how customary laws and practices influence inheritance 

rights in family case of Ibu Ruwaidah, Ibu Fatimah and Ibu Azzahra is 

noted. Property in their case is inherited from mother to daughter in 

family. In practice, family wealth such as fields, farmlands, houses, 

gold and other wealth are owned by women instead of nieces. In 

Batu Songgan, e family property is owned by women as a heirs. The 

process is done directly by  property bequeathed from mother in 

family, and taking into account number of women and properties. 

The division of wealth is done after all women in e family can 

cultivate fields or gardens. Mothers would bring their daughters to 

farmlands and orchards to indicate which part would belong to 

whom. As an example, Mrs. Fatima mentions that when her mother 

was alive, she already divided parts of land to be bequeathed for 

her use and for her sisters. If there are fields for rubber tap, four areas 

will be divided amongst four daugther. 

 

In general, land extent given is accorded by mother in Batu 

Songgan. Rumah Godang usually will be inherited by youngest 

daughter because it is expected her household that other sister had 

started well established life. If rumah godang bequeathed to  

youngest daughter besides usually women will maintain and care 

for her parents. 

 

The process of dividing wealth is thereby done directly by 

mother/heirs and daughter(s)/inheritor in family. If necessary, 

consideration can be given when there is a perception unfair 

division of inheritance. Women (mother) can ask tunganai rumah to 

help give consideration. However, it is generally not practice in Batu 

Songgan that male though tunganai rumah would regulate wealth 
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division if he is not invited. As an example,  interviews mentioned 

when Ibu Ruwaidah family first wished to talk about inheritance, 

instantly her husband and son move to another room. It is taboo for 

men to talk about family wealths, especially as a urang sumando 

Inheritance issues are thereby resolved within family, and has never 

involved Mamak clan. This situation in  mentioned customary rights 

belong to their respective, different place, different function 

(„untuak baasiang-asiang, boke belain-lain’). There is no inheritance 

disputes in Batu Songgan cannot be resolved by family. 

 

According to Datuk Khalifah Kuntu, "generally property division in 

Kampar Kiri uses customary laws and beliefs, but there is nothing 

contradictory division property. The same thing is also expressed by 

Datuk Pucuk Negeri Batu Songgan, wealth owned by women. 

Wealth was passed from mother/heirs to daughter (s)/inheritor, so  

issue inheritance has not been mixed with religion (Islam), not 

because Islamic law it is better than traditional considerations , but 

because how in that line, their inheritance practices has been 

passed down over generations. Batu Songgan Community doesnot 

want radical changes their culture because Islam using patriarchal 

kinship. 

 

Despite these community assessments, there are some aspects 

Islam must be considered. While arrival Islam as a doctrine is easily 

accepted by people who are equipped with a wealth of spiritual 

beliefs, Batu Songgan remains a matrilineal society, whereas Islam is 

characterized by patrilineal lineage. Islam, which is very parental 

with a strong tendency towards patrilineal system, determines 

distribution greater wealth is to be given to a men. Provision and 

control property (including land) is husband responsibility in family is 

under husband domination as head family. This is in contradiction 

with customary practices family in Batu Songgan, where is wealth 

women and Mamak responsibility. So according Datuk Pucuk 

Negeri Batu Songgan this conflict may need to be resolved, though 

in practice while community members have accepted Islam as a 

religion, but social relations and practices continue to get informed 

by local customs. In fact, indigenous religious were confirmed to be 

strengthened in community. 
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Figure 7. Inheritance of Women Tradition Roles Between Generations. (Doc. DA) 

 

Moreover, there has been an adjustment between customary laws 

and Islam teaching, especially on juridical issues such as 

inheritance. This adjustment resulted in agreements that customary 

practices could be applied due to the following understandings: 

 Hukum18 Segamo-Gamo: Basically enactment is not strong 

because insufficient evidence and investigation, so law is not 

permanent and it can be changed. 

 Hukum Besamo-Samo: Law is set by mutual agreement but still 

allows for mistakes or error –strength law is weak. Usually this 

law will follow  dynamics collective decision making. 

 Hukum Seeio Lamo: Law have a solid foundation and grow in 

community to get support from community leaders and get 

championed by scholars. Usually high heritage materials 

(such as land, other assets) and non-material (such as title of 

ninik mamak and others) will refer to this law. 

 

                                            
18 Legal. 
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The customary practices 

therefore dominate 

local customs. Inter-tribal 

marriages are prohibited 

in Batu Songgan, and 

women continue to be t 

property holder as a 

result inheritance, which 

is uninterrupted by 

marriage. For example, 

Ibu Ruwaidah, a Domo 

clan woman, married 

her husband who was 

from Petopang clan. 

After wedding, husband 

(male) resides in brides 

house and become part 

women family (female). 

As a newcomer (urang 

semondo), husband is 

not required to bring any 

property into marriage. 

To support his family, 

husband cultivates and 

take care farmlands, 

orchards, and livestock 

owned by Ibu 

Ruwaidah. Likewise, she 

will bequest according 

to local custom and 

keeping in mind her 

particular situation. Ibu 

Ruwaidah has been blessed with 5 children, 3 sons and 2 daughters. 

When interview was being taken, Ibu Ruwaidah was already 

preparing inheritance bequests for her daughters. Each daughter of 

Ibu Ruwaidah already knows number of fields/ gardens that would 

be hers. Currently oldest daughter is living with her mother at home, 

with 5 children from her marriage, whereas her youngest daughter 

has followed her husband,  who is working outside community. The 

eldest daughter taking care their parents and managed rumah 

godang. In this situation, it is very likely the oldest daughter who will 

inherit rumah godang. Accordingly as illustrated in the box showing 

conflict regarding inheritance is managed by family, it is seen state 

Conflict management regarding inheritance is kept  at the 
family level, and is not usually settled by courts or 
outsiders 
The way families react to conflict on inheritance shows that 
it remains a family affair, arbitrated according to local 
customs and not state or Islamic laws and/or practices. For 
example, when Ibu Ruwaidah was 5 years old, her mother 
died. Ibu Ruwaidah only has 1 brother so the whole legacy 
was bequeathed to Ibu Ruwaidah mother. As she was not 
old enough, Ibu Ruwaidah's wealth passed off to her 
mother's oldest sister (mak tuo). Ibu Ruwaidah was cared 
for and raised by her grandmother. Having grown up and 
about to get married, Ibu Ruwaidah asked for her estate 
from Mak Tuo, but wealth was not obtained. When in 1978, 
flash floods hit Kenegerian Batu Songgan, it destroyed 
entire settlement. Batu Songgan community had to start 
life from scratch, including Ibu Ruwaidah's family. Then, 
Mak Tuo called Ibu Ruwaidah to tell how much wealth 
belonged to Ibu Ruwaidah drifted along with flood, ranging 
from household appliances and gold jewelry , and the 
rubber plantations were also destroyed. When she heard 
confessions Mak Tuo, Ibu Ruwaidah was very angry 
because they lied to her. She says, "my heart spasms and I 
want to cry, but my tears couldnot get out. My chest hurt. 
But I remember my Father (bapak) advice. I must forgive 
Mak Tuo because wealth carries its own curse. My mother's 
sister family was always sickly and not harmonious. Her 
children nothing worked. I believe that my mother's karmic 
inheritance". 
Researchers then asked Ibu Ruwaidah, what is being done 
to get back wealth of kin. If Ibu Ruwaidah want to ask for 
help to whom should she report it? Who should be 
responsible to resolve issue inheritance as she experienced. 
Should this be tunganai rumah responsibility, the oldest 
son in family mother? Ibu Ruwaidah mentioned that it 
would be difficult to gain recognition and protection of 
their rights as tunganai must be in favor of her mak tuo. In 
addition the tunganai has right to invite her mother's sisters 
to discuss inheritance issues, and they would not be in her 
favour. According to Ibu Ruwaidah, there is no other 
mechanism can be taken by her, as authority for resolving 
such issues remains within the family. 
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laws and rules are not used to make a claim on wealth, especially 

land in Batu Songgan. Each family takes care of each other and 

delineates rights to garden soil, fields and houses. People does not 

feel need to register their land and do the certification. Community 

finds it difficult to register plots. They believe if family would be 

certified, the whole land will be registered as a women‟s name. 

Batu Songgan community discussions showed they felt awkward 

and have concerns with certification process, without being able to 

explain why. 
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2. Cirompang19 

 

a. Background 

 

Administratively, 

Cirompang is 

located in the 

Sobang-Lebak 

district in Banten 

Province.  To go 

to Cirompang 

by using public 

transport, it 

takes 5 hours 

from the city of 

Bogor. Asphalt 

road conditions 

and some are 

still rocky. The 

total area of 

637.501 ha Cirompang Village. According Jaro Sarinun (Jaro is the 

name of the village chief), the population of the village Cirompang 

until the end of 2012 reached 500 families or 1,530 individuals (773 

female and 757 male inhabitants). When compared with the data 

of 2008, there was increase in the population, as there were only 45 

families (116 persons).  The majority of people in Cirompang village 

are farmers and farm workers. Rice yield is only sufficient for daily 

meals (because they grow big melons/local rice harvest only 2 

years or so), so they need to supplement their income by growing 

palm (for palm sugar) and other trees (sengon, etc). Other work 

that can be obtained is in construction, trading and mining 

(gurandil). 

 

 

 

                                            
19 Action Research Report : Tenurial Conflict in Kasepuhan Cirompang by  Ratnasari and 
Eman Sulaeman, RMI. Both of writers work at RMI is ILC member in Indonesia. The 

action research report has been approved for use as part of a Women Inheritance Rights 
research report.  

 

Figure 8. Seren Taun Kasepuhan Cirompang. (Doc. RMI) 
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Community and Institutional History of Indigenous People 

According to the community, the community has been living in the 

village called 'Cirompang' since the Dutch colonial period. Olot 

Amir stated that the origin of the word 'Cirompang' is from the word 

'Ci / Cai' meaning water or river in Sundanese and the name of a 

hill. Amir said that the story according Olot that is based on public 

confidence in all places have the 'occupants'.  

 

Cirompang community has its own institutional form in managing 

everyday life. In general, the existing institutions are divided into 

two, namely institutional matters relating to customs and institutions 

associated with the affairs of the village (state). Olot Amir stated 

that indigenous institutions in this Cirompang are not spaces for 

decision makers, but only serve as coordination and 

communication lines; because the decision makers of indigenous 

affairs remains central Kasepuhan Citorek and Ciptagelar. In the 

following table, it gives a list of tasks associated with indigenous 

associations: 

 

No institutional Everyday tasks 

1 Juru Basa 
Care of outsiders, related purposes, adat Kasepuhan, 

Accompanying kasepuhan (Olot) 

2 Pager/Lajer Care of incu-Putu (Residents) - are scattered in several 

villages 

3 Ronda Kokolot Maintains security in kasepuhan and villages 

4 Amil Care of marriage and death 

5 Ma Beurang Taking care of delivery (birth) 

6 Palawari Care of celebration/events (Kasepuhan and Citizens) 

Source: Notes field RMI, 2009-2013. 

 

In regulating people's daily lives in Cirompang, government and 

Kasepuhan (caliphate) has a role and authority in each village. Olot 

Amir said that in the event of a dispute or any matter relating to the 

rules of the village governance; the authorized government officials  

are the ones given the authority and responsibility. 
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Cirompang Kasepuhan community from the past until now still 

adheres to customs handed down by their ancestors, especially in 

managing and maintaining natural resources. They divide the land 

region accordingly:  

Table 3. Distribution of Land in Kasepuhan Cirompang. 

Landuse Description 

Tanah Garapan • cultivated lands according to customary law 

and state law 

• Shaped fields  etc. 

Leuweng Kolot • Mandate given by ancestors: should not be 

disturbed / tilled 

• Here are sira cai (due to the presence of sira cai 

/ upstream water - this is not allowed to be 

opened as arable land and destroyed) 

Titipan Forests  

Tanah Pangangonan/ 

Sempalan Ligar 

Special collective rights - utilized for grazing, 

including customary land (land should not be 

recognized as private property, but now this land is 

not there because it was used as settlement) 

Indigenous land (a region 

of belonging together) 

This land is used for: 

• Settlements (overtime) - these are privately 

owned lands and there is shared area such as for 

hunting and roads; also includes: 

 Cemetery; traditional paddy (tangtu); office; 

mosque 

 

Fields 

Paddy fields (Sawah) is an area using by people to planting local 

species paddy (pare gede) and introducing seed by government 

programe (pare alit). Based on observation and discussion of RMI in 

2009 and 2011 with the village community in Cirompang, the role of 

women in management is quite intensive in rice fields. Of the 15 

stages, there are 9 steps being taken jointly by peasant women and 

men, 2 of which are specifically undertaken by women farmers . 

Only 3 stages are done by male farmers. 
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Huma / Field 

Huma is inherited from ancient times and is commonly a form of 

cultivating paddy fields. Huma is managed using a system of shifting 

agriculture. It is a form of traditional wisdom for the management of 

agricultural land based on environment (ecology) and economic 

utilization. After harvesting, the land is rested during the fallow 

period that gives it time to restore nutrients in the soil. Usually farmers 

will leave this land every few years and use it for growing medicinal 

plants. Furthermore, when the plants begin to grow, huma land is 

returned to the forest. Limited land is made available for the 

villagers since the 1990s  for huma. Based on experience of Mak 

Emin, a woman of the village, women are actively involved in the 

management of huma. Of the fourteen stages of ngahuma, 9 of 

them are conducted by male and female, 1 stage is performed 

only by women and 3 stages are performed only by men. 

 

Ngebon (Dudukuhan) 

Community gardens are known as Dudukuhan. In 2009, in 

Cirompang community, there were more than 30 species of plants 

in dudukuhan, dominated by timber trees such as Sengon, Manii, 

Africa, and fruit trees such as rambutan, durian, Duku and others. 

Cirompang farm management is very important for the citizens, 

because these perennial plants have economic value for meeting 

livelihood needs. 

 

Forest (Leuweung) 

Forests are very meaningful for Cirompang residents. Cirompang still 

adheres to customary rules for management and use. There is a 

fairly high level of dependence on forest areas as Cirompang 

community has for generations accessed and managed it as 

natural resources. However, in recent times, these conditions have 

begun to change since local government –  Perhutani Unit III West 

Java began to manage forests. The situation has become more 

difficult for people in Cirompang, especially the stipulation that 25% 

of tax will be calculated on total crop produced in those lands. 

Moreover, the community can no longer use huma in forestlands 

since 1990, though land planted with palm huma before that time 

can still be taken/harvested  without any prohibitions from the 

national park (Mount Halimun Salak National Park – TNGHS).  
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Since the publication of the Forestry Decree of 2003, the community 

feels that their rights as indigenous peoples are threatened, 

especially with the conversion of indigenous territories to the 

national park. In response, the community together with the local 

office of RMI (civil society organization) has begun to develop and 

advocate for recognition of their spatial planning for the use of their 

land. They have undertaken participatory mapping in 2009. The 

results of the mapping exercises includes identifying land status 

maps, land use and zoning maps etc. Ratification of the map was 

done on 29 June, 2009 and includes verification at the community 

level, Pemdes Cirompang, Lebak regency, and TNGHS Section 

Lebak. 

 

 

Figure 9. Land Use Rural Cirompang. 

 

Based on the results of participatory mapping (2009), Cirompang 

land use covers 637.501 ha including fields, fields / gardens, forests 

and settlements 
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Table 4. Land Use Rural Cirompang. 

No Land Use Type Extents 

(ha) 

Information 

1 field 185,105 Food Crops (Rice). 

2 Field (huma) / 

Gardens 

392,484 Cultivation of crops, vegetables, 

plants and fruit wood. 

3 Forest (Leuweung) 52,588 Filled by vegetation (plants) forest 

4 Pemukiman/Lembur 7,324 Settlement / Overtime. 

 Total  637,501  

Source: Participatory Mapping, 2009. 

 

 

Figure 10. Overlay Status Cirompang the Village Land Zoning Map Indicative 

TNGHS. 

 

Additionally, in the village zoning map, when overlaid with the 

zoning map of TNGHS (national park), it shows that more than half 

of the village area is included in the planned area of TNGHS 

(including 57% of arable land). Therefore, conflict resolution has to 

be undertaken for natural resource management in the community-
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based areas. In this regard, Asep (22 years), who is a resident of the 

village says that as a "young person" he is "very uneasy with the 

National Park, and whether it will allow the youth to have customary 

rights over land that will get demarcated as a National Park area. It 

would be difficult for our future if we do not have land, for 

gardening or bersawah for our home…it would create a lot of 

difficulty". 

 

 

b. Inheritance Rights in Cirompang20 

 

The practices of inheritance follows community and leaders 

precepts in Cirompang, and influenced by customary and Islamic 

law. The execution of inheritance rights, usually it is distributed in  

accordance with parents wishes . The division is done evenly 

between men and women. Kasepuhan Banten Kidul indigenous 

traditions allow women to have inheritance rights over land and 

other property such as house, jewelery and animals. However, some 

families give greater access to men, because they think men need 

more land to support traditional role as household head. 

 

However, Mr. Arsmat, the former village secretary of Cirompang 

stated that eventhough wealth division is done amicably and fairly 

between men and women, the arrangement is based on religion, 

although customary practice is somewhat different from the rules of 

Islamic law. In practice, women are given just a little bit more 

bequests than men, and he traces this to Buddhist influences, which 

were influenced social customs in Cirompang.  

 

If one of parents dies, then inheritors are consulted to determine of 

legacy distribution. The inheritors divide inheritance between men 

and women. Adopted children also get a share wealth eventhough  

is not as big amount as biological children. Cirompang people 

believe that the equal division between men and women is just, 

although in actual practice is not exactly the same as it,is adapted 

according to the particular individual's share of land, leuit or 

                                            
20 Inheritance data in Cirompang obtained from Field notes Muntaza, enumerator  and 
variety of sources.  
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residence. The division of wealth can also be implemented before 

the parents die. Usually parents will distribute the estate when their 

son is about to be married. The wealth can be land, houses, fields 

and others. If the inherit did not have any children then wealth is 

given to syabah (brothers). 

 

Thegrant division is allowed in Islam. Parents should be just in giving 

(grants) to both men and women. This model could be an 

alternative existing division of inheritance in community. However, 

this bequest is not wealth but only grants (gift) from parents to their 

children before their passing. 

 

However, it must be noted that the national park - TNGHS has 

affected community in land use and space utilization in Cirompang 

territories . These changes have an impact to community on access 

to and ownership of land and other resources. Based on 

participatory mapping territory result, Cirompang peoples cannot 

further expand farmland, gardens, fields or settlements due to 

TNGHS. If we assume that a family has two children, a land area of 

1.4 ha/ household will be equally divided to each child, so each of 

them gets 0.7 ha of  fields or gardens. This can get further divided by 

each new generation. Only the house remains intact, and can be 

passed on to child who cares for her parents. Limited land 

overcome problem, Cirompang people began to utilize lands in 

TNGHS consession into productive land with no damage to impair 

protected area function. Negotiations have continued communities 

land use assisted by RMI with the District Forestry Office. Adjustments 

the limitations Cirompang public land done through land use or 

land access to gardens and fields of inheritance process without 

talking about ownership. 

 

Most of Cirompang land already certified even buying and selling 

process with outsiders has occurred. This provides a challenge for 

women to protect land ownership rights. Certification of land on 

behalf of women are very limited encountered based on in. 

 

If referring Ibu Asih experience of Mia Siscawati explained: land 

location be a part of Kasepuhan territory (as Ibu Asih and many 

women in a circle calls among leaders Kasepuhan Banten Kidul). In 
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tradition, Ibu Asih give partial harvest of land to Abah (leader 

Kasepuhan) which is inserted into Kasepuhan‟s barn. According Ibu 

Asih, indigenous women leaders who hold control (ownership) land 

to allow parents and neighbors Ibu Asih‟s parents to transfer access 

for using land through inheritance process and financial 

transactions, with condition traditional leaders accept certain parts 

of harvesting. Although Ibu Asih buy neighbors land but land owned 

is not by Ibu Asih and  neighborswho sold land. Ibu Asih and women 

of her circle still continue the tradition of moving access to land (by 

way of pass, sell or buy) that its control in hands of traditional 

leaders. Tradition "tax harvesting" are still valid today. (Wacana No. 

33/2014: 172-173) 

 

Another aspect, researcher was considered difficulties faced by 

women to access inheritance rights following marriage in 

community. Umi Ela, a villager telling her experience on inheritance.  

At beginning marriage of Umi Ella and her husband, Iras, lived at 

inherited houses from Umi Ela's parents21. In addition, Umi Ela 

inherited from her father, six terraced rice fields. Two years later the 

couple moved to Cikuning. However, as Iras wanted to stay near 

her parents, the family moved to Cirompang. Until now Umi Ela and 

her family still live in  a house, though the land is mortgaged. To 

build a house, Umi Ela mortgaged rice terraces. The decision was 

taken because Iras' parents did not want to lend money for build a 

house. Moreover Iras did not have rice fields or gardens. The lack of 

regulation regarding property division following marriage in 

Cirompang made women like Umi Ela uncertain their rights. When 

Umi Ela was married, Iras' family had pledged help them to build a 

house, though this did not happen. The default rights to maintain 

inheritance rights to property following marriage were not clearly 

discussed by the respondents prior marriage. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
21 Inheritance practice experience told Umi Ella also can be read Ibu Asih experienced 

inheritance in Kasepuhan Banten Kidul. Ibu Asih pieces of land owned by inherited from 
her parents.   



III.  

Section 3: Main Findings and Recommendation  

 

 

Inheritance women rights study in two indigenous communities: 

Kenegerian Batu Songgan, Riau and Cirompang, West Java 

expected to contribute understanding of indigenous communities 

choices and indigenous women in inheritance mechanism, 

especially for land and natural resources  are sandwiched between 

law competition at the same living space. In living space 

simultaneously has worked a number of legal orders as a form of 

plurality.   

 

Existence of legal mechanisms (and legal institutions) sourced from 

spaces had limited authority (semi-autonomous) also recognized as 

a custom or social factors prevailing in community. This study 

cannot be a general overview of women inheritance rights to land 

and natural resources implementation in Indonesia. While this 

research cannot be generalized for assessing impact religion on 

women's inheritance rights to land and natural resources in 

Indonesia, it can be seen at least in selected communities: ‘Dimana 

bumi dipijak, disitu langit dijunjung’. This is a maxim which shows that 

diversity of each community (with their specific rules, and customary 

laws and norms) prevail in respective communities. This is in line with 

Article 8 United Nations Declaration on The Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) whereby citizens have right to 

not be subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of their 

culture. In general, Islamic inheritance system has a rigid 

arrangement, and is very detail-based in Qur'an and hadisth, 

regarding who is entitled to inheritance and how rights should be 

divided. Although it is inevitable legacy procedures must undergo 

adjustments and influenced by state law and refers to dominant 

religion as a guide, there should not be coercion of inheritance 

practices customary based   . 

 

Based on inheritance practices working in both study sites, the 

authors found two important issues as follows:  
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PROPERTY 

In indigenous communities, land rights has more meaning diverse 

beyond of question, who is own it, who has access or control over it. 

Understanding the property concept in Batu Songgan and 

Cirompang if further inquisition is not meant as a personal possession 

(limited) over land, forests, water and others (material sources of 

inheritance). Individual (Women or Men), collective (family, clan, 

tribe, community) which that has received mandate to carry out 

certain social function will be receiving asset such as land, forests, 

water and other as form of embedded certain social function see 

custom institution function in section: case study Batu Songgan and 

Cirompang. Social function is a function for taking care of 

necessities collective life (family, clan tribes and community). 

Moreover, ownership in indigenous communities is closely 

associated with social function that inherent in family, clan, tribe 

and community. These factors are basic for implementation of 

inheritance practices in indigenous communities. For example, 

property can be owned by family, clan, Kenegerian/tribe, in fact, 

kenegerian collective rights (like hutan soko, hutan larangan, hutan 

pecadangan) are be managed generation to generation for 

community survival and source of inheritance for family or clan. 

 

Focus group discussion with women's and men's groups, traditional 

institutions and elders declare this land has God given, spread 

widely for community benefit. Until now, not all land in Batu 

Songgan has been opened because community believe a human 

strength is not adequate for large scale land clearing. Who are 

humans capable of levelling a hill without aid of machinery and 

heavy equipment and so there are no restrictions on extent of land 

to be managed by a family and be a family wealth. Restrictions on 

ownership in Batu Songgan not placed on material (land, water, 

forest) but ability to manage material (land, water, forest) and 

benefits received by family. 

 

Government and other society must understand how’s concept of 

property and authority interpreted and working in family, clan, tribe 

in indigenous communities. State’s unilaterally impose a system of 

state ownership over indigenous peoples assets. The absence of 

government good intentions to recognize indigenous people’s 

existence including their territory has led to tenure security issues 

and loss indigenous peoples in inheritance sources. 
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Based on narration of Datuk Khalifah Batu Songgan, there is no 

benefit for community to registered their land to government or 

certification. Because everyone knows family land history because 

a land is marker of origin of family, clan and tribe. Women’s opinion 

(especially mothers) ‘tak ado guno payah-payah mendaftarkan 

tanah awak ko. Tau samo tau tanah ko punyo siapo. Awak payah 

dek e beko’(There is no point to register each family land because 

everyone knows who owner is…). Instead, they (family, clan, tribes) 

find difficulties will be women faced if land is certified as definitely 

ownership 'untuaknya joleh' – meaning it has become private 

individual property. In fact, family land owned has sources of 

inheritance from generation to generation if certified then land 

definite belonged women who is name listed in certificate. Land 

and other assets will be inherited   any time to family, clan, tribe or 

community, certification for Batu Songan community preventing 

them to build bonding with ancestral land as their identity and 

obstruct implementation of social function. Batu Songgan peoples 

do not want to encourage individualization through family 

ownership. Concern for wealth management parts such as forests, 

forest reserves, water and declining tribe territory. In addition, 

conflicts of wealth such as gold, silver, etc. belong to the clan tribe 

cannot be owned individually. This asset management must adhere 

to the norms with various social mechanisms that exist in community.  

 

This situation can trigger a land market with outside parties who are 

interested. Land is not a commodity to be sold to people outside 

tribes Batu Songgan (according to the law, land cannot be sold 

without a certificate). Women’s concern on conflict over 

inheritance will grow fast. Currently, certification or registration of 

land does not occur in Batu Songgan. Moreover, village 

administration declare Batu Songgan territory is wild reserve being 

labelled and justified as a SMBRBB, concession cannot utilized for 

any purposes. Batu Songgan’s village officials (goverment 

administration) has not yet facilitate registration of farmlands and 

community gardens. This effort to manage and also avoid possible 

conflicts vertical between Batu Songgan community with 

government on respect of territorial claims. Certification can trigger 

land market with outsiders who are interested. Land is not 

commodity for sale to people outside Batu Songgan tribe 

(according the law, absence of certificate cannot be sold).  
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Further, although culture in Cirompang is patriarchal, there is not 

much noticeable difference by community members in access to 

and management natural resources and land. Restrictions on 

people's access to natural resources and land in Cirompang is 

precisely because existence of Halimun Salak National Park 

(TNGHS). The lack means to expand settlement (especially 

agricultural lands) due to this set-up has propelled many Cirompang 

women to become farm labourers, or led them to emigrate and 

serve as housemaids in nearby towns. This is mainly because land no 

longer promises enough means of livelihood sustain for them. 

Similarly, men too have started looking for other jobs such as 

motorcycle taxis (tukang Ojek) and renting, farm labour, 

construction worker and others. Limitations by state on ownership 

and access to lands have certainly had an impact on the property 

that will be passed on to children. More understanding on land 

access and inheritance issues in Cirompang can be provided by 

researchers who have stronger abilities in local language. 

 

Furthermore, researcher was unable to provide a detailed picture of 

inheritance mechanisms in Cirompang because of weak ability to 

understand local language. Barriers language also affects 

communication with field guidance who is helping researcher to 

interviews sources person. 

 

Restrictions on people's access to natural resources and land in 

Cirompang precisely because of National Park Halimun-Salak 

(TNGHS) as concerns imagined community in Batu Songgan. 

Limitations of land has prompted many Cirompang women 

become farm laborers, or bring their daughters moved to nearby 

towns become a housemaid. Men also start looking for other jobs 

such as motorcycle taxi (rent motorcycle), farm laborers, 

construction workers and others. This situation due to land no longer 

promising to maintain family life. 

 

Based on participatory mapping data, each family only has 0.6 

hectares/household or 0.18 ha/person, it is very difficult to divide as 

inheritance for their children so deliberation is needed in inheritance 

process in Cirompang, of course considering household economic 

conditions children. Cirompang not only land and house ownership   

inherited but also access to land and natural resources. Often, land 
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constraints had forced family does not make division process of 

wealth but do utilize regulating  land/ farmlands, paddy fields in 

family. Farmlands, paddy fields can be utilized between sisters 

(women) and brothers (men) alternately in family. Wealth still family 

owned and doing land access arrangements that will be inherited 

to next generation. Other sharing legacy mechanisms to divided 

wealth equally for every child. If daugther or son need money, they 

can offer land/wealth to bought  by sisters or brothers in family who 

has a better welfare.  

 

Owned land limitations would have an impact on wealth that will 

be inherited for daughter and son, such as Umi Ela experience. Lack 

clarity about Cirompang inheritance mechanisms  impact on lack 

of protection women's rights over land and other assets. Additionally 

limitation has led to increasing land certification and ownership 

individualization. In this situation, women's rights protection to land 

are often overlooked if land certification will be registered. It can be 

seen  certificate owners on behalf of women and couples in 

Cirompang cannot be found by researcher.  

 

There are some differences noted in two communities such as 

patriarchal kinship in Cirompang, and matriarchal kinship in Batu 

Songgan, though they are share commonality of local customs 

prevailing in inheritance practice. For example, Cirompang as 

indigenous community using paternalistic kinship system (with own 

rules in the process of inheritance), inheritance mechanisms 

implemented does not refer to Islamic law. Most people in 

inheritance process following custom and others using tradition, 

local term called "sunda wiwitan" is  mechanisms of equal division  

between men and women (though in practice this may not always 

be). These division also depend on parents as property owner who is 

determine bequests before he or she dies. In addition, division 

inheritance can be done when child will get married. 
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AUTHORITY 

 

"Indigenous women are part of groups (indigenous communities) 

who have role and function maintaining community survival, 

preserving ancestral origin from generation to generation over a 

customary region, over which they have had sovereignty over land 

and natural resources, and social and cultural life as governed by 

customary law and institutions ". (PEREMPUAN AMAN Definition) 

 

This definition is reinforced by E Sidney Harland in his definition of 

"Mother" concept used in primitive languages – the word is usually 

translated as a producer-creator. It expresses matriarch essence in 

social organization. Thus, women are not only creator a new life, as 

biological mother. They are the main producers of necessities of life. 

They are social mother (Reed : 148). 

 

Matrilineal lineages have a lot of influence in community, because 

line is used as a lineage to determine political loyalty, rights to 

inheritance and wealth, and is used for guiding regulations and 

validating marriages, and is also the community's official source of 

support when an individual is in a critical condition as well as if there 

is death or a serious problem of economic hardship. This in fact is 

enforced by the community. A man was obliged to pay attention to 

interest his nephew (sister's son) because he is guardian and 

nephew is inheritor. It is they who carry on maternal lineage. (Social 

Structure;77:423) 

 

Likewise, Kenegerian Batu Songgan in Riau using matriarchal kinship 

system which dominated theirway of life. Local customs and tribal 

identity is still felt thickly. Batu Songgan tribal identity is tied to 

'mother' (read: women), who inherited name of clan through 

bequeathing inheritance and practices to daughters in family. As 

successor to descendants of clan and tribe, social function 

embedded to mothers in family and community households are 

committed to ensuring survival of family and clan and then 

determine inheritance process of family wealth inter generation. 
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Batu Songgan community firmly divide wealth into two groups, 

namely authority of family wealth (private collective) and clan-

tribes wealth (collective). This wealth type described in Batu 

Sanggan wealth inheritance section. Each wealth administered by 

different authorities and different social functions but 

interconnected and binding.  

 

Family wealth (private collective) is full authority of women in 

management, control and even ownership. Women are given 

authority over family wealth (private collective) to run social 

functions ensure sustainability of family life and families of 

community. Because the whole family wealth under 

mother's/women authority including women's full authority to 

regulate division of inheritance family (pusako rondah). Access and 

control of women to decision-making process regarding possession 

of family wealth in Batu Songgan very authoritative and centralized 

on women as a mother. Mother instill a strong sense of ownership to 

daughter(s) by involving them directly in utilize and maintenance 

farmland, paddy fields and other assets together with his father and 

brother(s). Traditional role of women placed to continue to instill 

knowledge and values to her daughter(s) as part of inheritance. 

When her daughter(s) already has ability to work in fields and 

farmlands, division of inheritance on farmlands and fields begin to 

be notified. Which is land and for whom. 

 

When researcher asking about family wealth looks awkward 

situation. Unconsciously father, husband, brother(s) and son(s) who 

are in the room, silently and slowly come out one by one. Next day 

researcher ask them: father, husband, brother(s) and son(s) about 

their reaction and explained that taboo for men involved in 

discussion of family wealth. Men should abstain and not be able to 

sit together with women to discuss family wealth. Husband as 'urang 

semondo '(entrant) are not allowed to listen to let alone engage in 

a conversation about wealth of women's family/clan. Even 

‘tunganai rumah’ (the eldest son) could not intervene in decision-

making process legacy if not invited by sister(s) or niece(s). 

Husband/men in a matrilineal community does not have its own 

wealth.  
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In case of divorce, entire wealth acquired during marriage will be 

owned by women (wives). Men can carry an innate wealth, such as 

motorboats, machetes and wealth in form of production equipment 

such as nets, fishing rods, and for other livestock. For cattle, men 

cannot take away to livestock. Maternal uncles can receive farm 

animals given by husband to get his wife, but he cannot 

independently take livestock as private property. He is only a guard 

who acted on basis interests of entire group. (Evolution of Culture: 

248). 

 

When viewed on mother principle role (matrifocality) ideologically 

and structurally is central (Tanner,1993: 129-156), to community, 

centrality role of women should not be construed as their 

predominance in family life by relationally placing status of 

men/husbands lower.  

 

Collective wealth given to men is an asset ownership of Kenegerian 

that could not divided (harto pusako tinggi) due to communal 

wealth. If Batu Songgan community want to make change status 

pusako tinggi to be pusako rondah then community must undertake 

mechanisms of decision-making in stages starting from family, clan, 

tribes and community. Custom institutions which is a collegial 

collective leadership (can be seen in the governance system in 

Batu Songgan section) which represents the representation of 

various groups in the hierarchy of authority in community. Decision-

making is done by deliberation or customary meetings. Wealth 

Pusako tinggi such as forest reserves can be changed after had 

approval of Datuk Pucuk Negeri to fulfil necessities of life in Batu 

Songgan. The results of opened forest land then change pusako 

tinggi status into expansion of family wealth (pusako rondah) so that 

authority specified setting its by women.  

 

The author argue, authority given to men to take care of collective 

wealth (pusako tinggi) in Batu Songgan community is a form of 

male authority limits in  management of family wealth (pusako 

rondah) which may affect sustainability the process of identity 

inheritance and wealth of the family and clan. The limited role of 

men in maintenance of family wealth (pusako rondah) due to its 

position as a entrant "urang sumando" in the family and clan of 

women. When marriage held male will become part of women 
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family / clan so that no male family wealth that was brought into  

family /clan of women. This means there is no ownership of wealth 

that can be claimed by the male. Reed strengthen it with 

explanation: Ibuism is their term given to women - a term used 

maternal clan system and brotherhood for system which men is 

seen as economy backbone (Reed : 85). Men function is maintain, 

protect and develop wealth of women's family/clan because 

women who is possession on family/clan wealth (pusako rondah). 

 

Situation that shows how authority are working on a collective 

wealth (pusako tinggi) and family wealth (pusako rondah) is a form 

of balancing power relations between men and women in the 

community. The division of power relations is linked to social function 

and space authority carried by respectively. The division of powers is 

an attempt to protect the interests of intervention to each authority 

spaces. Obviously this requires a deeply study, but as an early 

indication of this situation are still visible in daily life in Batu Songgan. 

From previous narrative, women still carry out maintenance of family 

wealth with full authority until today, although it must be recognized 

that regulatory function of collective wealth (pusako tinggi) started 

to weaken due to the functions of custom institutions do not work 

out as it should. 

 

Another interesting finding regarding authority that using meanings 

word heirs is inheritor and Heirs.  For the author, both are synonyms 

words. However, the author during observe conversation with 

source person both formal and informal in community (Batu 

Songgan) has marked a different meaning for each words:  inheritor 

is the person who receives  inheritance and waiting for division of 

inheritance without having an opportunity to negotiate (given) and 

passive. Heirs if translated nonetheless mean heirs, but based on 

author observations, heirs implies authority inherent in it. As a Heirs, 

daughter(s) are actively involve to ensured implementation of 

inheritance process,  material of inheritance and can build up a 

deal of divided inheritance with sister(s)  to be proposed to their 

mothers. So the author prefer using ‘Heirs’ in Batu Songgan 

inheritance practises. Unfortunately, the author have not found right 

synonym for ‘Heirs’ in Indonesian. 
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Author did not find authority space division for wealth management 

as described above, in Cirompang. Learning through narrative of 

Umi  Ella and Ibu Asih , the parents is  authority holder in family 

inheritance. Both of narrative show land limitations because 

existence of TNGHS creating difficulties for Cirompang community 

to have family lands. Possess of access to lands be used as 

agricultural land as a source of family life is a luxurious in 

Cirompang. Ownership issues are too complicated to explained by 

them, today. For example,  tax payments of harvest  to Abah as a 

owner of  indigenous territory (representation of custom institution), 

author seen  carefully as a form of public recognition over existence 

of indigenous territories and indigenous institutional control over  

usage its territory. Harvest tax is obligation of each land utilization to 

give a portion of their harvest to Abah to put in Kasepuhan barn. 

Author using point of view of social functions to see deposits 

collectively  as a customary institutional action (Abah) is 

embodiment of social guarantees to community in case of crop 

failure, drought and others disaster. This action cannot be read 

simply mastery over its territory.  

 

Customary institutional interventions against practises of transfer of 

rights (read: access) over land in form of inheritance or selling land is 

not significant enough in Cirompang. It can be seen from 

inheritance practises and trade over land even in the family has 

been going on for years without involving custom institution. There 

have been no land foreclosure by indigenous institutions during the 

process deepening data in community. The author also did not find 

Cirompang data in district religious court related of inheritance 

disputes. Currently,  land sale and purchase is already underway in 

community and between Cirompang community with people 

outside. This situation gives a preliminary description that property 

through ongoing individualization of family ownership and strong 

encouragement of individual National Park management who 

trade access over land in conservation area. Illustration of family 

inheritance relation with collective property (communal wealth) is 

not found by author.  

 

Accordingly, customary laws regulate inheritance practices in Batu 

Songgan despite fact that community adheres strongly to Islam as a 

religion. Islam influence can be seen in current institution adopted 

by custom institution structures. The Islamic kingdom conquest in 
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Kampar Kiri region very likely changing tribal structure and 

customary institutions, as can be seen using term Kekhalifahan 

(caliphate), which is led by Datuk Khalifah. Datuk is local language, 

but caliphate (khalifah) is an Arabic word adopted to custom 

institution authority at regions practice Islam.  

 

On the other hand, implementation of Islamic teachings/practices 

have affected and eliminate women's knowledge and their 

traditional role. Women's traditional knowledge attached to the 

implementation of the ritual. Women's knowledge about medicinal 

plants is a woman's role as healer for the tribe and the community. 

Benefits have been received from generation to generation. Now, 

this role has been disconnected. Islamic teachings cannot accept 

roles that accompanied ritual because they are envious22. Today, 

many of rituals and knowledge such as knowledge about seed, 

inherited reading season from women / mothers have been lost. 

Opportunities for women to get involved and develop knowledge 

together with the tribe and the community is getting evicted. 

Mutual help groups "Gotong royong"  (clan) to work in Farmlands 

and paddyfields are dominated by women, is now rare in Batu 

Songgan. Groups like this is a place for women to share information 

and exchange experiences and knowledge. The impact of women 

lose their ability to present themself in public space and 

representation of women in decision-making processes in 

community level / Kenegerian also vapour. 

 

Other examples Islam influenced can be seen in local rituals. Earlier, 

in rituals, a buffalo head was put in upstream Subayang River in 

Batu Songgan territory, accompanied prayer to  increasing fertility 

and prosperity for community. People believe harvest and 

processing of forest products yielded an abundant harvest. This 

ritual is also intended to provide confirmation of Batu Songgan 

presence territory to theirs owns community, as well as to other 

Kenegerian/tribes around Batu Songgan. If community had a 

boundary dispute or landscape changed, it can be seen together. 

Kenegerian/tribes territory recognition is endorsed by other 

Kenegerian/tribes whenever such rituals are performed. However, 

this ritual has become criticized because it is not asking for Allah 

(God) help. In some instances, this ritual gets substituted with formal 

                                            
22 Activities to belie Allah (God). 
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religious processions to get rid role of women in social space 

because the whole process in Islam teaching is dominated by men. 

This is contrary to Article 5, paragraph (a) of Government of 

Indonesia Law No. 7/198423. 

 

Referring to the Marriage Act No. 1/1974 Article 31, paragraph 1 

states that the rights and status of spouses balance in domestic life 

and community relationships. Furthermore, paragraph 2 states each 

party has the right to take legal action. In paragraph 3 states that 

husband is a head of  family and wife is a housewife. Interpretation 

of Paragraph 3 of the Marriage Act has placed women as 

subordinate in implementing of  recognition and protection 

women's rights over his property in indigenous peoples who 

acknowledge existence of women's ownership over and in  form of 

inheritance or family property.   

 

Government  administrative practices of property ownership is very 

discriminatory against women and make women lose hers wealth of 

inheritance. These practices are easily found through burgeoning 

plantations growth in indigenous peoples' territories. Community 

participation as plasma farmers necessitate families registering their 

land getting certified. Women cannot certify her land of inheritance 

by using women's name but they must use her husband's name as a 

head of family or her brother(s). Company management reasons is 

ease of administration. Men already have identity cards, faster 

access to information. Unlike women who wrote weak literacy and 

access to information is limited. Then she had lost title to property 

because legally only men who can take legal action as the owner. 

In fact women's inheritance cannot be categorized as joint 

property in marriage. The inherited wealth is also not part of joint 

property in marriage to be divided when there is a divorce . 

Government recognition on equality of rights and status between 

husband and wife as mentioned in paragraph 1 and 2 have failed 

when implemented into actions of state administration.   

                                            
23 To modify social and cultural pattern of conduct of men and women, with a view to 
achieving the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other practices which are 
based on the idea of inferiority or the supreriority of either of sexes or on stereotyped 
roles for men and women, article 5 point (a) CEDAW (Convention on the Elimination of All 

Form of Discrimination Againts Women) adopted by Indonesian Government on 
Indonesian Law No.7/1984. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

In the study of women's inheritance rights, ethnic diversity in 

Indonesia has shown inheritance practices which vary from 

indigenous communities relating to land and natural resources. 

Unfortunately references to women's inheritance rights to land and 

natural resources are limited, sporadic, not well documented and is 

not easily accessible by public. Research women's inheritance rights 

to land and natural resources in Batu Songgan and Cirompang 

require deeper analysis to disentangle the participation of women 

in power relationships and decision making process of collective 

rights and private collective rights. Future studies are expected to 

show the layers of authority of women and men working in 

management of community wealth. 

 

This study is also required for the deepening of the change of 

power, a culture that contributed to the change in power relations 

that affect the recognition and protection of women's inheritance 

rights to land and natural resources. 
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